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In recent years, engineered nanostructure assemblies such as nanowire arrays have

attracted much research attention due to their unique chemical and functional

characteristics collectively. The engineered nano-assemblies usually carry the

characteristics distinct from bulk as a result of a size effect in their comprised

elemental building blocks. The nanoscale size induced high surface-to-volume ratio

is a fundamental attribute responsible for various chemical and physical properties

required in various technologically important applications such as catalysts and

sensors. This review article surveys the latest progress in engineered metal oxide

nanostructure arrays, i.e., nanoarrays, for advanced chemical sensors’ design and

application. It starts with an overview of gaseous chemical sensors followed by surveys

of various fabrication methods and routes for metal oxide nanoarrays. Different sensing

modes and corresponding applications have been highlighted in the mixed gaseous

chemical sensing, which provides new approaches and perspectives to meet the

challenges of selective gas sensing, such as the cross-sensitivity and inter-correlation of

multiple sensing signals.

Keywords: nanostructure arrays, metal oxide, chemical sensors, sensing mode, multi-component analysis

INTRODUCTION

Ultrahigh surface area, low cost, and unique properties are the major merits for various ceramic
based nanomaterials such as metal oxide thin films and nanoparticles. These nanomaterials have
been extensively used for fabricating efficient sensors that can be used in various environmental
and process monitoring, including combustion and emissions, petroleum refinery, and renewable
energy technologies (Mani and Rayappan, 2015; Usha et al., 2015). Such an implementation need
mainly stems from the increasing concerns on the environmental safety, energy security, and
sustainability that require effective and efficient sensors to sense and control various environmental
situations such as analyte concentration and speciation in real time.

As the first and foundational step, single sensors have been usually designed to measure
individual analytes by identifying parameters or components in the form of either chemical
signatures, or physical information. Lately, to add the functional complexity allowed toward
achieving smart sensing, multiple sensors or multiple signals can be purposely bundled and
integrated together in order to provide a measurement capability of multiple analytes or to
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obtain multi-facet and distributed measurement of a single
analyte concurrently. For instance, it is known that physisorption
and chemisorption of gaseous analytes could perturb the sensor
material’s intrinsic characteristics such as its electrical, dielectric,
and piezoelectric properties (Hierlemann et al., 2000). Such
changes may be measured in the form of various signals in
response to some unique characteristics of different analytes and
provide characteristic pattern signatures individually.

Meanwhile, much progress has been made in the past decades
by researchers focusing at different material length scale ranging
from bulk to miniaturized microscale, to atomic scale. The
potential incorporation of multiple functions synergistically into
a miniaturized sensing device or platform ultimately would
allow additional functional merits such as light weight, ease for
system integration, and improvement over structure, function,
and programmability in general (Lafratta and Walt, 2008; Jonjic
et al., 2015; Ayerden and Wolffenbuttel, 2017; Zilberstein et al.,
2017). It is noted that the surface or interfacial reactions usually
play a critical role in gas sorption and related gas sensing
process (Wang D. et al., 2009; Wang G. et al., 2012). As
such, to obtain better sensitivity or detection limit, sensing
materials with smaller size would be advantageous to ensure
larger surface exposure or access to analytes, and result in higher
device sensitivity for various gas sensors (Wang et al., 2004;
Star et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2018). However,
conventional random assemblies of nanoparticulates such as
thick film or thin film are often thermally unstable and tend to
aggregate at high temperature. Therefore, constructing ordered
architectures by growing nanostructures in isolated forest fashion
such as the geometrically defined nanoarrays could effectively
address the thermal stability issue (Wu et al., 2011; Shim
et al., 2012; Wang W.-N. et al., 2012). In fact, nanoarrays have
been widely studied due to its excellent physical and chemical
characteristics associated with the sensing functions, and it
continues to be the forefront of sensor materials technology
as a result of various needs mentioned earlier toward system
integration and utilization (Iijima, 1991). As the material base,
large-scale nanoarrays have been successfully prepared using
various physical and chemical methods and widely applied in
many sensing devices (Hong et al., 2001; Rabin et al., 2003;
Xia et al., 2003, 2011; Piao et al., 2005). For example, arrays of
metal oxide nanostructures in the form of one-dimensional (1D)
or two-dimensional (2D) morphologies, could provide various
benefits for sensing applications, ranging from mitigation of
aggregation (Li and Wang, 2009; Zhang et al., 2015), facilitation
over electron transfer (Ozoemena et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2015),
to stabilizing sensing performance (Zhang et al., 2010, 2012). In
addition, the unique array structure allows control of population
of accessible active sites and tailoring of compositions, size,
and morphology. With decoration of catalytic nanoparticles or
piezo-responsive components, nanoarray based sensors could
display superb sensitivity, self-sufficient capability, as well as
multiplication of sensor operation modes (Cao et al., 2006; Li
et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2008; Wang G. et al., 2009).

In the past couple of decades, various nanoarrays based
sensing materials have been studied, including carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) (Li et al., 2003; Sotiropoulou and Chaniotakis, 2003;

Star et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2010), metal oxide nanowire arrays
[e.g., ZnO (Wang et al., 2006), TiO2 (Lu et al., 2008), CuO
(Liao et al., 2009), MnO2 (Wang et al., 2018), Ga2O3 (Lin et al.,
2016), and Fe2O3 (Xiong et al., 2013)], silicon nanoarrays (Kwon
et al., 2018) III-V or II-VI based hetero-nanoarrays (Zhang
et al., 2002), as well as the hybrid nanoarrays using multiple
structures (Zang et al., 2014). These nanoarray sensing materials
can promote sensing performance dramatically, however, the
reviews exclusively on the nanoarray based chemical sensors
are still limited, especially on the multi-component sensings,
and corresponding sensing mechanisms. Apart from a necessary
overview of the latest gas sensors developed based on a wide
variety of nanoarrays, the comparison and evaluation of the
multiple sensing modes and corresponding mechanisms are also
needed to help clarify and possibly define the future directions of
nanoarray sensor technology.

Herein this review will provide a timely survey on the
main synthesis strategies and characterization of nanoarray
sensors. The nanoarray based chemical sensors will be elaborated
in different sensing modes or different sensing signals, and
their sensing mechanisms. Subsequently, the discussion on
the correlations between sensing signals and signal processing,
and the associated gas cross-sensitivity and selectivity will
be discussed. Finally, the latest development and future
directions are summarized in metal oxide nanoarray based
chemical sensors.

NANOARRAY CHEMICAL SENSOR
DESIGN, AND FABRICATION METHODS

Chemical Sensor Device and Materials
Design
The research activity in the field of chemical and bio-sensing
is currently directed toward highly sensitive and selective
sensing materials, and to the new device structure design that
is capable of different working modes and allows subsequent
pattern recognition and multi-component analysis (Hagleitner
et al., 2001). Based on the detectable signals, the sensing
mechanisms applied in a nanoarray chemical sensor could be
categorized into a few different modes, such as resistance-
metric, impedance-metric, capacitance-metric, potentiometric,
surface acoustic wave, and light irradiation mode that may
include some optical modes as well as photo-assisted mode, and
piezoelectrical mode. Resistive type sensor, the most extensively
adopted strategy, measures inherent resistance that can be
modulated by the chemisorption or absence of analytes. A
typical chemo-resistive device would include a sensing material
component and the interdigitated electrodes, as shown in
Scheme 1A (Fleischer and Meixner, 1998). In the resistor-type
sensors, the surface adsorption and desorption of the target
gases are normally detected on the sensing materials through
the induced surface and bulk electronic or electronic-ionic
transport property changes. The most commonly used binary
semiconductor metal oxides, such as SnO2, TiO2, and ZnO,
could handle the temperature range up to 700

◦

C, above which
the materials stability becomes an issue. Recently, some other
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SCHEME 1 | (A) Typical structure of resistor-type gas sensors with interdigitated electrode. Reprinted with permission from Fleischer and Meixner (1998). copyright

1998 Elsevier B.V. (B) Schematic illustration of planar potentiometric gas sensor. (C) Schematic illustration of tubular YSZ impedance-metric sensor. Reprinted with

permission from Nakatou and Miura (2006). copyright 2006 Elsevier B.V. (D) The Rayleigh SAW sensor excited by interdigital transducers, where displacements are

parallel and perpendicular to the substrate surface. Reprinted with permission from Jakubik (2011). copyright 2011 Elsevier B.V.

semiconducting metal oxides, including CeO2, Ga2O3, LaFeO3,
and NiO, have promised as new resistive sensing materials for a
higher temperature range between 700 and 1200

◦

C (Gerblinger
et al., 1995; Bene et al., 2001; Grudin et al., 2002; Ogita et al.,
2003; Lantto et al., 2004; Fergus, 2007; Fleischer, 2008; Liu
et al., 2008). However, with most of them being sensitive to the
reducing gases such as CO, H2, and HCs, the cross-sensitivity is
an issue directly relevant to the selectivity problems. Meanwhile,
mesoporous oxide filters based on AlVO4, Ga2O3, and SiO2 have
been designed as an efficient catalytic window for mitigating
the non-specific bindings and allowing better analyte specificity
(Fleischer et al., 1996, 2000; Leyer et al., 1997; Fleischer and
Meixner, 1998; Fleischer, 2008).

The other design is potentiometric gas sensing, which
measures the cross-electrolyte potential difference upon gas
exposure where a solid electrolyte provides the electromotive
force across the reference electrodes and sensing electrodes
(Scheme 1B). The signal used to determine the concentration
of analytes is measured as the potential difference between the
working electrode and the reference electrode, with the working
electrode’s potential determined by the analyte concentration.
Solid electrolyte based potentiometric gas sensors have been
extensively studied for high temperature environment. High-
temperature sensors for in situ and real-time environment
monitoring are often based on electronic, ionic, or mixed
ionic-electronic conductors. Pure ionic conductors are used in
potentiometric, mixed-potential, or ampere-metric sensors, but
electronic, and mixed (ionic–electronic) conductors are used in
resistor-type sensors.

A typical fabrication route of the impedance-metric sensor
is depicted in Scheme 1C. Firstly, the target gas analytes may
adsorb, dissociate, and diffuse on the surface of working
electrode, followed by charge transfer or ionic transport across
grain boundaries. At various frequencies, some of these processes

may contribute to the characteristic impedance response which
is determined by the characteristics of the electrochemical
cell or analyte species. Thus, the interfacial impedance is
highly dependent on the adsorption of gaseous analytes onto
sensing electrode while the variation in either electrolyte or
sensing electrode would lead to the response of interface
impedance change.

Scheme 1D illustrates a typical surface acoustic wave (SAW)
based gas sensor design. For surface acoustic wave device, the
majority of acoustic energy is concentrated near the surface
and it makes SAW highly sensitive to any change of the
physical or chemical properties (Achhab and Schierbaum, 2016).
Thus, the adsorption of gas molecule will accordingly change
boundary conditions for the surface waves, while the velocity and
attenuation of the wave will also undergo a consequent change
(Jakubik, 2011).

Fabrication Methods for Metal Oxide
Based Nanoarrays
Hydrothermal Deposition Method
The hydrothermal route, which typically involves the use of
chemical based aqueous solution for hydrolysis and precipitation
reactions, is a conventional wet chemical method to synthesize
nanomaterials such as nanoarrays immobilized on various
shaped substrates such as two-dimensional (2D) planar
and three-dimensional (3D) honeycomb ones. A typical
hydrothermal method can be laid out with two steps, seed
deposition, and hydrothermal growth. Sometimes deposition of
seeds could facilitate the nucleation and growth of nanoarrays
on substrates. The formation of nanoarrays is usually affected
by experimental parameters such as pH value, concentration,
temperature, and reaction time. Overall the hydrothermal
synthesis method has proved to be a facile, cost-effective, and
highly efficient approach to grow the various metal oxide
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nanostructures in a large scale, while the temperature, precursor
concentration, and reaction time may have a great impact on the
resultant nanostructure morphology, geometry, and distribution.

An example schematic illustration of a hydrothermal
deposition process was displayed in Figure 1a (Chen et al., 2013).
The reaction was carried out using Zinc Sulfate Heptahydrate
(ZnSO4·7H2O) and Ammonium Chloride (NH4Cl) as the
precursor in a bath of aqueous solution. A 2D ITO glass
substrate with ZnO seed layers was immersed in the as-prepared
precursor aqueous solution at 60◦C for 45min. Figures 1b,c
depict the resultant morphology and structure of synthesized
ZnO nanowire arrays after this process. Similarly, Lin et al.
(Lin et al., 2016) have successfully utilized hydrothermal method
to synthesize β-Ga2O3 nanorod arrays. The as-grown GaOOH
nanowire arrays displayed in the Figures 1d,e possess a uniform
structure in terms of shape and size. The concentrations of
precursors usually play a critical role in the nucleation and
growth of the hydrothermally grown nanostructures, leading
to various geometrical distributions. For example, through
adjusting lanthanum chloride (LaCl3·6H2O) concentration, Gao
et al. (2016) successfully synthesized highly ordered double
layered La doped SnO2 nanorod arrays with different crystallite
size. The formation of La2Sn2O7 may alter the surface and
increase crystallite size, with the three at % La-SnO2 possessing
the highest ordered and large area double layered nanoarrays.
Meanwhile, temperature, and reaction time also have a significant
impact on growth outcomes such as nanostructure morphologies
and the alignment in TiO2 nanoarrays (TNAs) (Li et al., 2010),
as shown in Figure 1f, as synthesized using a 0.05M TiCl3
precursor. The impact of temperature on the diameter and length
has been summarized in Figure 1g, indicating that a higher
temperature can greatly promote the nucleation and growth
of TiO2. On the other case, the CeO2 nanowire arrays could
also be obtained through a facile composite-hydroxide-mediated
route reported by Zhang et al. (2007) This method is based
on the reaction of source materials in a solvent of eutectic
composite-hydroxides, providing a one-step, convenient, low-
cost, nontoxic, and mass-production route.

It is worth pointing out that all these above-mentioned
examples are based on planar sample surface or 2D surface
deposition, where mass transport issue will not be considered
in general. However, when considering non-planar surface or
3D surface, the typical batch based static hydrothermal growth
method would be prevented by the difficulty of mass transport
within confined 3D space, resulting into the poor coverage
of nanoarrays throughout the deposition substrate (Chen and
Yin, 2012; Liu et al., 2014). A typical hydrothermally based
continuous flow synthesis (CFS) method has been reported
by Wang et al. (2017) to synthesize uniform ZnO nanorod
arrays on 3-D honeycomb substrates. Multiple merits have
been enabled, including low cost, high growth efficiency, and
the ease for scalable integration. The growth schematic is
depicted in Figure 2A. The corresponding SEM images of ZnO
nanorod arrays grown using a batch process are shown in
the Figures 2B–D. The ZnO nanowire arrays in the channel
end area possess good alignment and uniform distribution but
poor array density and randomly distributed precipitates was

observed in the middle area of the channels. In comparison,
significantly improved uniformity and alignment were obtained
by using the CFS method according to the SEM observation
shown in Figures 2E–G. Thus, the continuous flow-assisted
synthesis would be beneficial for promoting mass transport
in a confined space, which features significantly enhanced
nucleation and growth rate of nanostructure deposition on the
honeycomb substrates.

Electrodeposition
In addition to hydrothermal method, the electrodeposition is
also widely adopted in nanostructure growth, which deposits
the materials onto a conductive surface from a solution
containing the corresponding salts. The main advantage of
electrodeposition method is conformal coating of nanostructure
deposition regardless of the surface geometry of substrates. Even
the top corner or the concave could be covered by a layer of
the same thickness as that on the surface. But this technique
always requires a relatively conductive substrate and thus limits
its application in growing nanostructure on semiconductor or
polymer substrate.

An electrochemical deposition of ZnO nanospike arrays on
ITO glass was demonstrated by Debabrata et al. (Pradhan et al.,
2009) Figures 3A,B revealed that the nanospikes in the form of
global bunches and individual spike possess hexagonal trunks. Li
et al. (2013) found that the initially pulsed potential could play a
significant role to facilitate the growth of ZnO nanorod arrays on
FTO glass substrate. As depicted in Figure 3C, a heterogeneous
distribution accompanied with a sparse deposition was observed
in the synthesis without employing initial pulses. In the contrast,
when using initial voltage, ZnO nanorod arrays were achieved
with a better morphology and more uniform size distribution, as
illustrated in Figures 3D–F. It seems that the initial voltage pulse
would be an important parameter to facilitate fast nucleation of
ZnO nanoarrays. For the synthesis of CeO2 nanorod arrays on
FTO substrate, a triple electrode setup was proposed by Younis
et al. (2013) using which well aligned CeO2 nanorod arrays were
achieved with a diameter of about 200 nm and rather smooth tip
surfaces as displayed in the (Figure 3G). When doped with 5 and
10% Co, the diameter of nanorod was reduced to ∼115 nm with
coarse tips as shown in Figures 3H,I.

Chemical Vapor Deposition
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a vapor phase deposition
process in which the desired material is produced by surface
exposure and reaction of gaseous precursors on the deposition
substrate. Such a process usually requires the precise control
of various parameters such as temperature, pressure, precursor
concentration. Depending on the pressure range, a CVD process
can be classified as low pressure (∼atmospheric pressure to 10−3

Torr) and high vacuum processes (∼10−8-10−3 Torr). It has been
widely employed to fabricate high crystallinity and less-defective
nanoparticles, dense coatings, and films, as well as porosity-
controlled films. In comparison to traditional hydrothermal
method, the CVD often possesses relatively higher deposition
rates. Besides a large variety of materials that can be deposited
by CVD process, the target materials could be deposited with
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FIGURE 1 | (a) A schematic of synthesis process of the ZnO nanowire arrays on the ITO glass substrate. The SEM images of ZnO NW arrays from (b) top view and

(c) lateral view. Reprinted with permission from Chen et al. (2013). copyright (2013) Optical Society of America. (d) SEM image of GaOOH nanowires of (d) Top-view

and (e) 45◦ tilt-view GaOOH nanowires grown at 150◦C. All scale bars are 1µm. Reprinted with permission from Lin et al. (2016). Copyright (2016) American

Chemical Society. (f) SEM images of Titanium Dioxide Nano Arrays (TNAs) and localized high-magnification region is attached in the inset figure. (g) The trend of

diameter and length vs. temperature of hydrothermal reaction. Reprinted with permission from Li et al. (2010). copyright 2010 the Nonferrous Metals Society of China

and Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg.

high purity due to the ease of removing impurities from gaseous
precursors. Its major disadvantages come from the properties
of the precursors and reactions. For example, sometimes CVD
process could produce a number of toxic or corrosive byproducts,
such as CO, H2, and HF.

At present, growing catalyst free or seed-free nanoarrays
directly on a substrate surface is still a challenge up to now despite
their scientific significance and application importance. Xu et al.
(2015) reported a facile method to grow single-crystalline ZnO
nanowire arrays in a large scale directly on a SiO2 substrate
through CVD approach without involving any catalytic metal
deposition or seed layers. An as-prepared Si substrate was etched
to carve out the spikes and valleys firstly shown in Figures 4A,B.
Then the ZnO nanoclusters would form and act as the nucleation
sites (Figure 4C) and the subsequent growth of ZnO nanowires
would sprout from the nucleation sites as shown in Figure 4D.
ZnO nanowire arrays were achieved with a uniform size and
morphology distribution, as illustrated in Figure 4E. No metal
catalyst particle was revealed on the nanowire tips (Figure 4F).
The length of ZnO nanowire could reach as high as 40µm after
30min growth (Figure 4G), with a preferential growth direction
along [001], as determined in Figure 4H.

Liu and Liu (2005) reported a simple combustion assisted
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process to synthesize well
aligned SnO2 nanoarrays with high yield. The vertically aligned
nanoarrays were shown in Figure 4I. The individual SnO2

nanostructure was revealed as a “solid” rod with a square or
rectangular cross section. A magnified observation in Figure 4J

indicated an actually hollow inside. In addition, a facile means
was developed by Lu et al. (2010) in 2009 to deposit ordered
WO3 nanoarrays using a process of catalyst- and template-
free hot filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD). The
temperature would a key factor in controlling the morphologies.
The growth at 600◦C (Figure 4K) revealed the formation of

irregular shaped nanostructure, while uniform WO3 nanoarrays
were grown with an average length of about 1µm at
700◦C (Figure 4l).

Template-Assisted Method
Above mentioned methods have worked well when the chemistry
can be readily tailored toward oriented growth and formation
of dimensionally-anisotropic array structures. But when there is
a lack of direct route for growing oriented nanostructures on
solid surfaces, a template-assisted method has been effective and
convenient approach for fabrication of nanoarrays. Two popular
templates stand out historically, one is the anodized aluminum
oxide (AAO) membrane, the other being polycarbonate track-
etch membrane (Penner and Martin, 1987; Martin, 1994,
1996) Through template-assisted approach, both size and
structure periodicity could be regulated, and to a good extent
precisely controlled.

The fabrication of alumina template is usually a two-step
process; by adjusting time, anodization potential, and the
electrolyte solution composition, pores with different length
and diameter could be generated (O’sullivan and Wood, 1970;
Masuda and Fukuda, 1995; Li et al., 1999). Sander et al. (2004)
reported a facile fabrication method assisted by AAO template to
produce uniform and dense arrays of TiO2 nanoarrays with well-
controlled dimensions directly on silicon substrates. As shown
in Figure 5A, titania nanoarrays were deposited via ALD onto
the AAO template with tunable ordered pores. The nanotube
outer diameters were determined by the pore diameters in the
alumina templates while heights of the nanotube equal to the
thickness of the alumina films after a total filling (Figures 5B,C).
The patterned growth of ZnO nanoarrays could facilitate the
ability to control the position, size, and density of nanostructures
precisely. The fabrication process of patterned masks designed
by Greyson et al. (2004) is plotted in Figures 5D,E, the circular,
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Experimental setup of the continuous flow growing method. SEM images of typical ZnO nanoarray obtained from batch process: (B) top view and

(C) cross-sectional view of channel end, and (D) top view of middle area; ZnO nanoarray achieved by CFS: (E) top view and (F) cross-sectional view of channel end,

and (G) top view of middle area. Reprinted with permission from Wang et al. (2017). copyright 2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry.

catalytic gold areas of small diameters were formed in ordered
square, hexagonal, and rectangular arrays through two positive-
tone photoresists. It is revealed that arrays of ZnO nanowire only
grew on the squared (Figure 5F), hexagonally (Figure 5G), and
lined (Figure 5H) gold dots with different lengths depending on
the growth conditions.

Most of the reported works focus on synthesizing single
component nanomaterials, growing well-aligned the binary
or multiple components, i.e., heterogeneous nanostructure-
assembly in a large scale is still a challenge. To meet this
challenge, a new concept based on AAO template has been
proposed by Wen et al. (2017, 2018) to design and fabricate
binary heterogeneous architecture arrays by utilizing binary-
pore anodized aluminum oxide template, which could precisely

control size, morphologies, and heterogeneous pattern. A
schematic of the fabrication process for a binary-pore template is
depicted in the (Figure 6A). Using an imprinting process (Wen
L. et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016), an array of square pores
were fabricated on the top and round pores were formed in the
bottom. binary 1D nanostructure arrays could be generated with
the assistance of the binary-pore template and the arrangements
include nanowire/nanowire (Figure 6B), nanowire/nanotube
(Figure 6C), nanotube/nanotube (Figure 6D), as obtained by
electrodeposition and atomic layer deposition using the binary
templates. In addition, a binary zero-dimensional (0D) Au
nanodot/Ag nanodot arrays (Figure 6E) could also be fabricated
through a physical vapor deposition (PVD) with the alumina
template assisted technique.
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Top view SEM image of nanospikes and (B) magnified images of nanospike arrays. Reprinted with permission from Pradhan et al. (2009). copyright

2015 IOP Publishing. SEM images of (C) ZnO by 1.5 h electrodeposition without initial pulse and ZnO nanoarrays with 0.1 s initial pulse for (D) 0.5 h, (E) 1.5 h, and

(F) 3 h. The insets show the diameter distribution of ZnO rods. Reprinted with permission from Li et al. (2013). copyright 2013 Elsevier B.V. SEM images of

as-synthesized (G) pure CeO2, (H) 5% Co doped, and (I) 10% Co doped CeO2 NRs on FTO substrate. Reprinted with permission from Younis et al. (2013). copyright

2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

SENSOR IMPLEMENTATION OF METAL
OXIDE NANOARRAYS

Resistive Type Sensing Mode
The resistive mode is the most widely applied sensing mode. The
chemical adsorption of oxidative or reducing analyte gases on
semiconducting metal oxide may result in a thicker or thinner
surface electronic depletion layer, which would increase or reduce
the electrical resistance. Considering the nanoarrays are resistors
with parallel or series connections depending on the electron
transport routes, the variation of electrical resistance could
quantitatively characterize the concentration of target gaseous
analytes, such as NOx, SOx, O2, H2, and etc. The gas sensors
based on 1Dmetal oxide nanostructures have been fabricated and
demonstrated with enhanced gas sensing performance (Zhang
et al., 2004; Wan and Wang, 2005). Vertically aligned nanorod
arrays provide a simple matrix to study the electrical properties
of assembled nanorods (Vayssieres et al., 2001; Lee et al.,
2002; Park et al., 2002; Vayssieres, 2003). Cao et al. (2009)
synthesized well-aligned and single crystalline WO3 nanowire
arrays (Figure 7A) using a thermal evaporation approach. Fast
and stable linear current-voltage (I-V) curve response and
dynamic resistance-metric response are shown in Figures 7B,C,
respectively, which suggest the formation of an Ohmic contacts

in the interfaces and the detection limit could reach as low as 50
ppb range.

H2 has been an important fuel and feedstock chemical in
various processes for chemical production, food processing,
metal refining, and electronics manufacturing. However, its
inflammable and explosive nature demands the need in proper
handling, monitoring, storage, and transportation (Hübert et al.,
2011). As such, hydrogen gas sensor has been a critical asset
in monitoring and controlling its concentration and leakage
in various components and devices for H2 processing, storage,
and transportation. A resistance-metric hydrogen sensor was
fabricated using a facile hydrothermal catalyst-free method (Zou
et al., 2018). The Nb2O5 nanorod arrays were grown using a
hydrothermal method on a Nb foil (Figure 7D). An ultrahigh
response of the sensor to hydrogen concentrations varying from
1,000 to 6,000 ppmwere displayed in Figure 7E. The relationship
of response time and sensitivity is summarized with respect to
the H2 concentration, as illustrated in Figure 7F. The sensitivity
toward H2 could be fitted into a linear curve as a function of H2

concentration while the response time was kept constant.
Among in ambient environment, volatile organic compounds

(VOCs), such as benzene, acetone, and toluene, is a common
part of the air contaminants that are detrimental to the
environment and human health. Wen Z. et al. (2014) introduced
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FIGURE 4 | Schematic diagram of the growth process of ZnO nanowire array: (A) the pristine SiO2/Si substrate before etching; (B) Roughened SiO2/Si substrate

surface with spikes and valleys; (C) ZnO nucleation sites on the RIE etched SiO2/Si substrate after etching treatment; (D) ZnO nanowire arrays grown from the ZnO

nucleation sites. (E) Top view SEM image of the ZnO nanowires array; (F) Magnified SEM image of ZnO nanowires with clean and hexagonal tips. (G) Side view SEM

image of a ZnO nanowire array. (H) HRTEM image of a single ZnO nanowire and the inset figure is the corresponding SAED pattern which indicate the growth

direction is [001]. Reprinted with permission from Xu et al. (2015), copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. Microscopic figures of SnO2 tubes synthesized at

1,150◦C: (I) cross-sectional view; (J) a single tube with partially opened top end. Reprinted with permission from Liu and Liu (2005), copyright 2005 WILEY-VCH

Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. Morphologies of WO3 nanorod arrays synthesized at different temperatures: (K) 600◦C, (L) 700◦C. Reprinted with permission

from Lu et al. (2010), copyright 2010 AIP Publishing LLC.

a hydrothermally synthesized Co3O4 nanoneedle arrays for
ethanol detection. The Co3O4 nanoneedle arrays have an average
diameter of around 100 nm (Figure 7G). Upon injection of
ethanol, the resistance undergoes a drastic enhancement and
could generally recover to its initial value after the ethanol
is released as shown in Figure 7H. Besides, the optimal
working temperature for maximum response is determined
to be 130◦C according to Figure 7I. Besides, the SnO2

nanowire arrays is also reported as an excellent isopropanol
sensor with enhanced sensitivity and selectivity (Zhao et al.,
2018). The sensitivity of 1.5 at.% Sm-doped SnO2 nanoarrays
toward 200 ppm isopropanol could reach as high as 78 and
good selectivity was demonstrated toward other interfering
VOCs gases.

Piezoelectrical Sensing Mode
In addition to the sensor device powered by external electrical
source, a new mode of self-powered nanoarray gas sensor using
piezoelectric effect has been developed, with some merits such
as room-temperature detection, lower detection concentration
limit, and lower energy consumption. Lin et al. (2014) introduced
a ZnO nanowire piezo-nanogenerator (NG) as a self-powered
active gas sensor that can detect reducing gas ethanol at
room temperature. For the conventional resistance-metric gas
sensor, a relatively high temperature (200∼300◦C) is required
for activation of chemical sorption between ethanol and ZnO
nanowire (Hsueh et al., 2007). In their work, the Pd nanoparticle
has been incorporated to enhance the sensitivity (Figure 8a).

Figure 8b indicates that the piezoelectric output of the Pd/ZnO
nanoarray generator could serve as a power source, as well as
a response signal to ethanol at room temperature as well. The
device could be bent easily by fingers due to their flexible Kapton
substrate (Figure 8c). The adsorption of ethanol may greatly
change the piezoelectric properties and result into the variation
of piezoelectric output voltage of the Pd/ZnO nanoarray
(Figures 8d,e). In addition tometal/metal oxide hybrid structure,
core-shell heterostructure could further enhance sensitivity. A
typical In2O3/ZnO heterostructure nanoarrays self-powered gas
sensor was designed by Zang et al. (2014) The Figure 8f illustrates
the fabrication process of the In2O3/ZnO heterostructure
nanowire arrays. The incorporation of In2O3 and resultant
heterostructure interface would greatly facilitate the charge
transfer upon exposure to H2S. Figure 8g exhibits that the
sensitivity of In2O3/ZnO NWs is about seven times higher than
that in pristine ZnO NWs, and the selectivity of In2O3/ZnO NW
arrays against carbon disulfide, ethanol, methanol, formaldehyde,
and acetone gases is summarized in Figure 8h. The sensitivity
to H2S is overwhelmingly larger than that to interfering gases
and a very good selectivity to H2S was achieved. Compared with
resistance mode, the gas sensor based on piezoelectrical mode
endow the device ability to function without external power
source which reduce the energy consumption and simplify the
electrode configuration. However, the concentration of target
analytes could only be obtained with constant compressive
force and thus sensing accuracy would be easily disturbed by
fluctuation of compressive force in practical application.
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FIGURE 5 | (A) Illustration of creating Titania nanotube arrays on substrate. The SEM images of (B) Top view and (C) side view of nanotubes. Reprinted with

permission from Sander et al. (2004), copyright 2004 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. The patterning of (D) catalytic gold dots and (E) photoresist

posts with different shape and ordering. SEM images of ZnO nanowires arrays grown in (F) square lattice, (G) Hexagonal lattice, and (H) rectangular lattice. Reprinted

with permission from Greyson et al. (2004), copyright 2004 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

Saw Sensing Mode
The surface acoustic wave (SAW) is presumably operated
through surface regions, as such it is usually very sensitive to
surface perturbations such as mass loading, viscoelastic change,
or electrical alternation. The wave signal transduced from the
input electrical signal could be easily influenced by gaseous
analytes, which may result into the change in amplitude, phase,
frequency, and time-delay of output electrical signal (Ballantine
et al., 1996). Such variation has been utilized to detect and
measure the target gases (Cheeke and Wang, 1999). Thus, the
gas sensor based on the SAWmode possesses various advantages
such as high robustness, fast response, and good reproducibility.
A novel SAW gas sensor based on Pt/ZnO nanorod arrays was
realized by Huang et al. (2009) The major component of SAW
sensor, the dual delay line system, is depicted in Figure 9A. The
characterization of sensing materials is illustrated in Figure 9B.
The mass of H2 on the surface per unit area may drive
frequency decrease and measured frequency response is shown

in Figure 9C. The sensitivity vs. concentration of hydrogen has
been summarized in Figure 9D, where the response is defined as
the difference between frequency under H2 and initial frequency.
The frequency shift responds quickly toward lower concentration
H2 but the response gradually saturates at large concentrations.

Light Irradiation Sensing Mode
The photo illumination induced gas measurements could offer
new opportunities to improve the sensor performance and
decrease or expand the operating temperature windows. In
fact, the optical sensing modes can easily prevail over the
other methods with some outstanding merits, exemplified by
the ability for non-contact and remote measurements. In the
case of photocurrent based responses, the sensing response
time could be as short as a small fraction of second (Zhou
et al., 2009), and the selectivity could be very high as the
photocurrent can be distinctly varied upon different chemical
species exposure upon UV illumination. A photodetector based
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FIGURE 6 | (A) Schematic diagram of fabrication process for a highly ordered porous alumina matrix template. Illustration and corresponding SEM figures:

(B) nanowire/nanowire; (C) nanowire/nanotube; (D) nanotube/nanotube; (E) nanodot/nanodot. Scales are 200 nm. Reprinted with permission from Wen et al. (2017),

copyright 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature.

on gallium nitride (GaN) wide-bandgap semiconductor film
and a light source using UV arc discharge lamp have been
integrated to form an automotive exhaust gas sensor (Mello
et al., 2006). The arc discharge lamp induces electronic transitions
in the gas molecules flowing between the light source and the
GaN photodetector. Such energy transitions modify the light in
the UV spectral region which is quickly detected by the GaN
photodetector as a function of exhaust gas concentration. By
employing the luminescence due to probed gas adsorption, Faglia
et al. (2005) revealed that the visible-band emission quench
of SnO2 nanowires upon exposure to a few ppm of NO2,
so was in the sensor made of porous silica shells of diatoms
(Lettieri et al., 2008).

In the meantime, upon UV illumination, abundant electron-
hole pairs may be generated in the ZnO and result in increasing
concentration of either electrons or holes as the charge careers,
and therefore resulting in sensing responses (Gogurla et al.,
2014). The work by Lin et al. (2017) suggests that UV light could
not only increase the sensitivity of resistance based nanoarray
sensors, but also the response and recovery performance. The
device testing setup is displayed in Figure 10a, where the as-
synthesized Ga2O3 nanorod arrays were installed as the sensing
elements on an Al2O3 ceramic substrate. These nanoarrays
have a uniform diamond-shaped cross-section and a rod length
of around 2µm (Figure 10b). The typical dynamic sensing
characteristics toward 100 ppm CO at 500◦C with or without
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FIGURE 7 | (A) Top view SEM images of a WO3-nanowire array. (B) IV curves of gas response to NO2 with different concentrations. (C) Dynamic resistance-metric

response curves to NO2. Reprinted with permission from Cao et al. (2009), copyright The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009. (D) SEM images of Nb2O5 nanoarrays.

(E) dynamic response to the different concentrations of H2; (F) The relationship of sensitivity and response time vs. H2 concentration; Reprinted with permission from

Zou et al. (2018), copyright The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018. (G) Top view SEM images of Co3O4 nanoneedle arrays. (H) The dynamic response curve of the

Co3O4 nanoneedle arrays to ethanol. The linear dependence of the gas response in the low concentration ethanol is attached in the inset figure. (I) The Temperature

dependent gas response to ethanol. Reprinted with permission from Wen Z. et al. (2014), copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.

UV light are displayed in Figures 10c,d. UV light excitation
raises the response speed by around 10% and accelerate recovery
by 200 s due to the drastically increased concentration of free
charge carriers. The enhanced room temperature gas sensing
performance could also be realized by UV light irradiation
and the effects of UV illumination on the response of SnO2-
ZnO core-shell nanostructure was also investigated in the
work reported by Park et al. (2013) The SnO2-core/ZnO-shell
nanowires were synthesized via thermal evaporation and atomic
layer deposition (ALD) and its morphology is presented in
Figure 10d. The sensitivity is significantly enhanced due to the
formation of heterostructure of SnO2 and ZnO in comparison
to the pristine SnO2 and ZnO in room temperature NO2

sensing (Figure 10e). Besides, the Figure 10f demonstrates the
sensitivity increased from 189 to 619% when UV intensity
reached 1.2 mW/cm2. This improvement could be attributed to
the enhanced NO2 adsorption and electron transfer promoted by
UV illumination.

GAS MIXTURE ANALYSIS USING
MULTIPLE SENSOR DEVICES

Quantitative analysis of multiple gases or a gas mixture has
been a challenging goal despite the extensive work on gaseous
chemical sensors in the past few decades, especially on the
metal oxide semiconductor sensors. To enhance the selectivity

and identify individual gas components from a gas mixture,
an array of multiple gas sensors, i.e., gas sensor array, has
been usually assembled to measure and analyze the targeted
volatile chemical analytes. Such a sensor array gathers multiple
sets of data through the respective individual chemical sensors,
which would contain broadly overlapping sensitivity profiles.
The substantial analysis of multiple sensing signals obtained
from different sensor devices often involves a pattern-recognition
method to differentiate the target analytes, a significant step
toward developing a smart sensor array device named Electronic
noses (E-noses) (Persaud and Dodd, 1982; Carpenter et al.,
2012). The common computational methodologies employed
to quantitatively analyze the response data for a sensor
array include learning vector quantization (LVQ), principal
component analysis (PCA), partial least squares (PLS), multiple
linear regression (MLR), principal component regression (PCR),
and discrimination function analysis (DFA) (Jurs et al., 2000;
Pearce et al., 2006).

By extracting the pattern of different gas species from global
responses, Chen et al. (2011) utilized PCA data processing to
differentiate the air-diluted NO2, H2S, NH3. CO, and H2. The
resistance-metric response was measured by ZnO nanowires
decorated with SnO2 and noble metal nanoparticles (e.g., Pd,
Pt, or Au), and the database was established based on their
resistive sensitivities. PCA process could effectively reduce the
dimensionality of the data-set by projecting these data points
into a 2D plane and maintain the major information by
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FIGURE 8 | (a) Fabrication schematic of the self-powered active ethanol sensor based on Pd/ZnO nanoarray. (b) Electrical configuration and device structure of

Pd/ZnO nanoarray. (c) The image displaying the flexibility of sensor device. (d) The dynamic piezoelectric response toward ethanol at room temperature. (e) The

dependence of the sensitivity on the concentration of target analyte ethanol. Reprinted with permission from Lin et al. (2014), copyright the Royal Society of Chemistry

2013. (f) Fabrication protocol of the self-powered active gas sensor based on In2O3/ZnO nanowire arrays. (g) Comparison of sensing performance of In2O3/ZnO and

pristine ZnO NW arrays upon exposure to H2S. (h) Selectivity histogram of the sensor upon exposure to 700 ppm of H2S and other interfering gaseous analytes at

room temperature. Reprinted with permission from Zang et al. (2014), copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

using covariance analysis. The plot in two principal component
spaces is illustrated in Figure 11A. When incorporated with the
response rates of different gases, as displayed in Figure 11B,
different gas species could be easily distinguished via their
different response trends.

Another effective design for sensor array has been
proposed by Chen et al. (2018) who developed an E-nose
by incorporating four electrodes (Pt, Ni, Au, and ITO) into
one device (Figure 12a). The sensor system contains a read-out
system, a wireless data transmission unit, a mobile phone
receiver, and a data processing application as demonstrated
in Figure 12b. The real-time response toward different
gaseous analytes was measured using traditional resistance-
metric mode individually and the sensitivity to individual
gas analytes with various concentrations was summarized as
a database. The training vectors were defined by the input
data points extracted from this database, with each vector
representing one gas species. The axes shown in Figures 12c,d

represent the sensitivity of different gases, no overlap was
observed between the sensitivity patterns of different analytes.
When applying in practical gas detection, no overlap will
be observed even if the identification zone of sensitivity is
set at 3%.

The gas mixture detection has always been a challenging
task, mostly due to the usually nonlinear relationship between
responses and chemical concentrations, as well as the interaction
(cross-talk) between the target gas analytes. Yang et al. (2015)
proposed a simplified graphical method for a quick and easy
quantitative analysis of multicomponent gas analytes. The
multiplexed sensor array based on different sensing materials,
consisting of CuO nanospikes, ZnO nanowires, and TiO2

nanotubes, was fabricated by a facile hybrid nanofabrication
method (Figure 13A). The characteristic response curves of
three sensing materials toward different combination of NO2

and CO mixture were extracted from the resistance-metric
global responses while the concentrations of the gaseous
components were determined by their intersections. However,
three curves intersect with each other at three different points
in practical application. The incenter of triangle was assumed
and considered as the estimated concentration of NO2 and
CO in the gas mixture (Figures 13B,C). The relative error of
calculated concentration of NO2 and CO was determined to
be 17.76 and 9.73%. It is noted the empirical approximation
was used in this work, assuming the convergence is expected
in the three gas responses upon mixing, may not be the
case practically.
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FIGURE 9 | (A), Schematic diagram of a sensor fabrication. (B), SEM images of as prepared Pt/ZnO nanorod arrays. (C), The dynamic responses of the dual-channel

sensor for different H2 concentrations. (D), Changes in frequency with H2 concentration. Reprinted with permission from Huang et al. (2009), copyright 2009 IOP

Publishing Ltd.

FIGURE 10 | (a) Top view and lateral view SEM images of as-prepared Ga2O3 nanorod arrays. (b) The comparison of real-time CO gas sensing performance of

pristine, LSFO decorated, and Pt-decorated b-Ga2O3 nanorod arrays. (c) Histogram of normalized sensitivity, recovery time, and recovery time with or without UV

illumination tested at 500◦C. Reprinted with permission from Lin et al. (2017), copyright 2017 AIP Publishing. (d) SEM images of SnO2-ZnO core-shell nanowires.

(e) The comparison of dynamic response of SnO2-ZnO hybrid nanowires, pristine SnO2 nanowires, and ZnO nanowires under UV illumination at room temperature.

(f) The dynamic response of SnO2-ZnO hybrid nanowires toward 5 ppm NO2 under UV irradiation with different intensities. Reprinted with permission from Park et al.

(2013), copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

GAS MIXTURE ANALYSIS USING A SINGLE
MULTI-MODE SENSOR

As surveyed in section Gas Mixture Analysis Using Multiple
Sensor Devices, enhanced selectivity could be achieved by

combining artificial computational methods and multiple
sensing signal datasets obtained from multiple sensor devices
upon exposure to a gas mixture, a known concept of sensor
arrays toward E-nose (Srivastava, 2003; Star et al., 2006).
In such a sensor array, multiple target parameters could be
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FIGURE 11 | (A) The process dataset in a 2D plane after PCA analysis. (B) Processed PCA data after incorporating response speeds as an extra discrimination

factor. Reprinted with permission from Chen et al. (2011), copyright 2010 IEEE.

FIGURE 12 | (a) Schematic of E-nose device fabrication. (b) Photograph of integrated circuit of sensor system. The 3D scatter plot (c,d) of gas classification in cubic

maps through LVQ analysis. Reprinted with permission from Chen et al. (2018), copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

detected simultaneously by providing characteristic signatures
for individual analytes derived from the global responses of the
building block sensors contained within the array. However,
the commonly employed metal oxide nanoarray based multiple
electrical sensors would require an external electrical power
source and a number of robust electrical contacts, naturally
adding the cost in device assembly, deployment, and operation

energy usage. addition the other hand, the increasing number
of deployed sensor devices may increase the risk of system
malfunction as the increased complexity in electrical wiring,
contact, and electrode interfacing could be a significant source
to device degradation.

In fact, multi-dimensional patterns could be extracted
from a single sensor output signal in a similar manner
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FIGURE 13 | (A) Fabrication schematic of Heterogeneous Nanomaterial Array synthesized by Series of Localized Liquid-Phase method. Estimation of concentrations

of NO2 and CO gases in sample gas I (B) and II (C). Reprinted with permission from Yang et al. (2015), copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

FIGURE 14 | PCA plots of sensor response processed by the (A) FFT and (B) DWT method. (C) Predicted results vs. actual concentrations of CO and NO2 given by

PCR and PLS models. Reprinted with permission from Llobet et al. (2001), copyright 2001 IEEE. (D) Preliminary 3D figure of correlated response dataset of

impedance-metric and resistive modes for NO2, O2, and SO2.

to those extracted from a multi-sensor array. As such, by
correlating the characteristic signals obtained from multiple
sensing modes subjected to a single sensor device would be a
promising approach to realize a facile flow of device fabrication,
deployment, and pattern-recognition. However, the reported
work on multiple modes based nanoarray sensor has been
rather limited so far. Llobet et al. (2001) correlated the direct
current (DC) component and the first three harmonics of

the Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis and Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) analysis to achieve multicomponent gas
mixture detection using a single tin oxide gas sensor. The
PCA results for the sensor responses processed by the FFT
and DWT are displayed in Figures 14A,B. The separation
between the measured species is good. Then the PCR and PLS-
specialized models were built for the quantification of CO,
NO2, and their binary mixture. Figure 14C shows that both
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FIGURE 15 | (A) Static measurement to CH4, CO, and air based on single sensor. (B) The projected image of gas patterns obtained from the output of one sensor

heated with a triangular waveform. (C) The projected image of gas patterns obtained from FFT processing of the high temperature portion of the pulse heating

waveform. (D) The projected image of SOM sub-nets and gas patterns, where three supervised SOM sub-nets are plotted. Reprinted with permission from Ortega

et al. (2001), copyright 2001 Elsevier Science B.V.

PCR and PLS models could help estimate the concentrations of
component gases.

However, the FFT and DWT analyses using original response
data sets would be computationally complex and costly for
a real-time gas detection. In the past decade, we have been
working on multi-modular sensing using a single sensor device
platform (Gao et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2017). The
multicomponent gas detection has been achieved by correlating
the signals of impedance-metric and resistive sensing mode of
a single device. As shown in Figure 14D, a good separation
of 2∼4 ppm NO2, 30∼50 ppm and 1,000∼3,000 ppm O2 is
achieved despite their similar resistive responses. Thus, the target
analyte could be distinguished from an analyte mixture based
on correlated dataset acquired through multiple sensing modes
due to their unique physical and chemical interactions with metal
oxide nanoarrays.

With the accumulation of multi-dimensional pattern
information extracted from the output signals, the data-sets
become much more complex for conventional data processing
method to adequately deal with. Such a big data requires a set of
techniques and technologies with new forms of integration and
analysis in order to reveal specific insights from datasets which
are diverse, complex, and of a massive scale (Hashem et al., 2015).
Among the various analytical approaches, the Self Organized
Map (SOM) has been proved to be an effective tool to complete
the pattern recognition, as proposed by Ortega et al. (2001) As
shown in Figures 15A,B, the presence of CO or CH4 is indicated

by the responses, which however cannot be distinguished clearly.
Thus, the traditional pattern recognition method failed to satisfy
the selective analysis. The feature of pattern could be extracted
from spectra analysis via Self Organized Map (SOM) paradigm
(Figure 15C) and the trained SOM net is plotted in Figure 15D.
This study presented a systematic work for selection of the best
combination of analytical technologies or methods dealing with
the static measures, dynamic response, and signal processing
and it would be the key factor in systematically extracting the
maximized information from global responses in the future
development of multi-functional gas sensors.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In conclusion, we have surveyed the latest progress on the
development of the metal oxide based nanoarrays and their
applications as sensing devices for various gaseous chemicals.
The functional nanoarrays of various metal oxides could be
synthesized using either template-free method or template-
assisted strategy. The template-free syntheses have witnessed
some fast growth of a selective group of metal oxide nanoarrays
suitable for chemical sensing, such as ZnO, Ga2O3, TiO2, and
In2O3, with their growth controlled by adjusting synthetic
parameters such as the operating temperature and precursor
concentration. In contrast, the template-assisted method could
be more effective in adjusting morphology and size to a
more precise extent, such as length, density, and diameter
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of nanostructures, as confined by the template geometry and
pattern distribution. The patterned templates as a unique mask
could also endow the ability to define the shape and the
position of nanoarrays. Based on the nanoarrays with some
typical characteristics such as high surface area, tunable size
or morphology, and supreme physical and chemical functions,
various chemical sensors have been demonstrated with superb
performance for different target gaseous chemical detections.

Although significant achievements have been made on
the nanoarray fabrication and sensor demonstration, several
challenges remain worth tackling further in the near future, such
as high energy consumption, low operating temperature window,
cross-sensitivity, and etc. From the energy saving viewpoint, the
operation temperature of metal oxide nanoarray based sensor
is usually limited to a range of elevated or relatively high
temperatures. As relatively less developed strategies, adoption of
external light irradiation or embedded heater have been used to
help locally activate the interaction of gases and nanoarrays, but it
leads to increased energy consumption and inconvenience in the
deployment. As such, the focus of sensor materials and devices
should be continuously placed on further lowering the operating
temperature especially for room temperature or low temperature
detection, while expanding the operation temperature windows
as necessary.

On the other hand, as an enabling device in measurement
instrumentation and control, sensors that can operate under
extreme environment have been technologically important
for industrial process monitoring and control. Such sensor
materials and related devices would usually involve harsh
environment such as high temperature, high pressure, high
erosion due to high flux and multiphase conditions, and
high oxidative or reducing environments. Some example
application scenarios include various fuel-fired and nuclear
power plants, combustion engines and turbines, and oil
field and petrochemical plants. Such extreme environments
would demand the structural stability and functional
stability in sensor materials and related interconnects and
packaging components, besides the requirement of good
sensitivity and selectivity under technically challenging
conditions. The nanoarray based chemical sensors, if stand

and work properly in the harsh environments, may be one
of the promising solutions to help monitor and control
various chemical feedstock and gaseous emission, enhance
combustion and process efficiency, thus energy efficiency, and
environmental sustainability.

In perspective of the sensing performance, the cross-
sensitivity would be inevitable in practice, most of the reported
gas sensors are single gas detectors as of now, and mixed
gas detection has been traditionally achieved by assembling
a series of different gas sensors as sensor arrays. As a new
approach with good promises, multifunctional gas sensors can
be designed with multiple working modes, and provide new
data collection or even database that can be used to help
improve sensing function in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, and
selectivity. However, more in-depth studies are needed in this
regard, as well as the clarification of the multiple gas detection
mechanisms, which could improve the sensor working efficiency,
and optimize energy efficiency, as well as big data input,
processing, and utilization.

Finally, the development of multifunctional nanoarray
sensing devices is expected to continue being targeted for ultra-
high sensitivity, selectivity, stability, low energy consumption,
and broad working temperature windows. Such smart sensing
devices and systems may function as critical components in
various precision manufacturing process control, perception
modules of future humanoid AI robots, advanced battlefield
monitors, and etc.
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